MAXIMIZE YOUR IMPACT THROUGH MEXICO-BASED SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION

CDM works with U.S. advocates to administer class and collective action settlements involving workers throughout Mexico. We design claim and outreach strategies to ensure that eligible workers can participate and receive the funds to which they are entitled. CDM has been approved by federal courts to serve as a neutral claim administrator.

GET SETTLEMENT FUNDS TO YOUR CLIENTS WHILE MINIMIZING COST

Through an innovative partnership with Mexico’s Banco del Ahorro Nacional y Servicios Financieros (Bansefi), CDM helps U.S. counsel quickly and securely transfer settlement funds to clients in Mexico for a minimal cost. With Bansefi branches throughout Mexico and partner branches in rural communities, the Bansefi-CDM method meets the needs of migrants across Mexico. CDM has assisted U.S. counsel in distributing millions of dollars to Mexico-based clients through the Bansefi mechanism.

CONTACT US

For more information about CDM’s litigation support services or to arrange services for your organization, contact CDM’s Mexico City office:

Toll-free from the United States: 1-855-234-9699
Toll-free from Mexico: 01-800-590-1773
Email: info@cdmigrante.org
Web: www.cdmigrante.org

YOUR CLIENTS ARE IN MEXICO. WE CAN HELP.

HELPING MIGRANT WORKERS ACCESS JUSTICE THROUGH INVESTIGATIONS LITIGATION SUPPORT & STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
SUCCESSFULLY LITIGATE WHEN YOUR CLIENTS ARE IN MEXICO

Managing a case when your witnesses are in Mexico can be logistically and legally difficult. CDM helps make this process manageable. We have broad experience in civil discovery, from taking declarations to coordinating remote deposition testimony via video conference. CDM can also help with the application process to bring Mexico-based witnesses to the U.S. for hearings, depositions or mediations.

“CDM appears to be an unbiased and reputable claims administrator that has been utilized by private entities as well as federal and local governments in cases necessitating the distribution of funds to class members in rural Mexico. . . . Plaintiffs have sufficiently demonstrated that CDM is necessary to facilitate distribution of the awards to class members in this case.”


SUPPORTING MIGRANT WORKERS AND THEIR ADVOCATES SINCE 2005

Centro de los Derechos del Migrante, Inc. (CDM) is a U.S. 501(c)(3) migrant workers’ rights organization with offices in Mexico City, Oaxaca state, and Baltimore, Maryland. CDM ensures access to justice for Mexico-based migrants and seeks to improve recruitment and working conditions for all low-wage workers in the U.S. Since its founding in 2005, CDM has provided a full range of investigative and litigation support services to U.S.-based counsel in cases involving clients and witnesses in Mexico.

A TRUSTED RESOURCE

CDM has gained the trust of migrant worker communities across Mexico and their advocates in the U.S. Here is what some of CDM’s clients and others have said about our services:

“Thank you so much for all your help with the Quality Crab case! It has made our lives so much easier . . . the class members have definitely appreciated it.”

Carol Brooke, North Carolina Justice Center

WE GET THE WORD OUT

CDM’s team tailors communication strategies to locate witnesses and alert migrant workers to their right to participate in cases in the U.S. These include in-person meetings, print, online and radio advertising, coordination with government authorities, and binational earned media strategies. We can also design customized campaigns on social media and Contratados.org, CDM’s “Yelp for migrant workers.” Whether you want to build relationships with workers on the ground or publicize your case through local and national media, CDM can craft a plan to help you succeed.